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It is very difficult to trace back and discover when 
exactly textile Art first began. As a matter of fact 
'Textile Art' is a new term and to analyse the differences 
between "textile" and "art" is quite a tedious job. 
Perhaps it was the concept of Art that was first accep
ted and during the course of its history the term (Art) 
varied in meaning and use, and with such variation of 
concepts the abstraction of Textiles as part of Art has 
been accepted. 

No true textile art has been created in Malaysia. How
ever, it is not true to say that Malaysian textiles is not 
Art. My intention is not to present a discussion concern
ing art in Malaysia, but to discuss 'Textile Art' which I 
find interesting as a means of creative visual expres
sion; I would like to contribute my views on this matter 
· textiles as art. My views are not at all related to the
controversial theories of other fields of studies, but
specifically confined to Tex tile and Art (within my
experience).

Many people, especially in this country, have not yet 
realised that textiles has two aspects. These aspects 
stem from the same root and branch out into two direct
ions which sometimes have two completely different 
meanings. For a long time the icfea of textiles as art has 
been clouded by technology, but during the 20th century, 
with the changing concept of modern ph�osophy of Art, 
textiles has been realised to be important. 

There are many different ways of looking at one thing. 
S1m1larly, the results vary when different people use 
the same means. This is particularly true of Textile Art' 
Textiles is not really fabric or weaving, but rather a put· 
ting together of materials, especially fibres. in the form 
of a fabricated structure· hence the difference between 
woven fabrics and natural fabrics, such as leather. 
People learn to make fabrics out of all kinds of material, 
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mainly fibres • yarns. In the primitive age, for example, 
creative fabric-making evolved in two ways. The first 
was in the field of technology. This area of study grew 
with the improvement of tools, equipment and tech
nology of machinery. These were neither for ritual, nor 
for decorative purposes, but for daily human needs. 
The second is involved with the need for expression, 
whether religious or personal. As long as it is within the 
context of symbolism, it is very much related to the 
philosophy of Art. When the definition of Textiles be
comes so ambiguous, one must not be confused with 
the definition of Art. 

In the history q! painting, historians write about cave 
ilrawinys. The-y were found in many parts of the world 
where early civilisation took place. I feel that Early Man 
painted the walls. not only to recor(] what his everyday 
hunting was all about. but also as a means of expre
ssiny his feelings. This need to express oneself 
developed later in larger social groupings, where the 
performing of ritual dance took place. Gradually dress
ing oneself as a symbolic expression began to happen. 
What I am trying to point out is that my philoxophy of 
Art is an aspect of symbolism, and I lleheve it occurs as 
much in textiles as in 1iainting. My aim should be 
apparent from this topic textiles as Art. 

According to E.H. Gombrich in 'The Story of Art', 'There 
is really no such thing as art, only artists. Once these 
were the men who took coloured earth and roughed 
out the forms of bison on tt:e walls of a cave. For Art 
with a capital A has come to be something of a bogey 
and a fetish. You may crush an artist by telling him that 
what he has just done may be quite good in its own 
way, only it is not 'Art'. And you may confound anyone 
enjoying a picture by declaring that what he liked in it 
was not Art but something different'. 

Tapestry later sepread widely all over Europe. Tlie use 
of pictorial tapestry. mainly use to record events in 
European history, is wide. The period which follows the 
Christrian Era; after the collapse of the Roman Empire, 
is generally known by the complementary title of the 
Dark Ages. It was during this age that the depicting of 
the crucifixtion, Angels and stories from the Gospels 
captured the minds of many artists. There are of course, 
no fixed limits to the period, but for our purpose we 
may say that it lasted almost 500 years. What is most 
interesting to us is that these years did not see the 
emergence of any one clear and uniform style, but 
rather the conflict of a great number of different styles, 





search for new methods to julfill the increasing needs 
of new forms has encouraged the contemporary de· 
signer and craftsman to tap many sources, both old and 
new. In some uses the artist has borrowed a technique 
originally developed for and by industry, and others 
have reexamined traditional hand processes in the light 
of their potential for expression. The artists incorpora· 
ted fragments of woven linen hangings and f!ised these 
in a paper-making machine with pulped liner from warp 
thrums to form a single thread. {Thrums are short ends 
of yarns). This revolutionery new textile manufacturing 
technique is known as Mali. The Mali tapestries de· 
monstrate one important aspect of 20th century reality. 
The artist and the machine are not totally incompatable 
Each has something to learn from the other. The monu• 
mental yarn contructions of Claire Zaisler require a con• 
siderable amount of hand knotting and wrapping. In 
order to keep pace with the demand for her work she 
employs several assistants. The artist herself 
thoroughly acquainted with the mechanics of yarns, 
designs the sculptures, supervises their execution and 
makes whatever modification is necessary before each 
piece is finished. This workshop approach has provided 
Zeisler with a stimulating challenge and the outstand• 
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ing weavers in the United States today are choosing 
the same path as their counterparts in painting and 
sculpture. Neither size nor dimension is an obstacle in 
the creation of form. Another major step towards 
Textile Art was the art of e·nvironment. The construct· 
ion of a total environment from woven forms relates to 
the artist's plea for "involvement on the part of the 
viewer". The experience of standing, sitting and 
walking, being inside a woven environment is com• 
pletely different from that of viewing a discreet form 
hung on the wall. 

The new wave of three dimensional textile art is 
generally called sculptural textiles, and is seen as a 
development of artwork done by sculptors with found 
ation in fine art. Critics have ceased to realise the 
differences between a work of art as textile ground or 
as purely a sculptor's use of fibre. One undeniable fact 
is that the definition of both fine art and textile art has 
reached a state of ambiguity, and it is now difficult to 
see the distinction between these two areas of art. In 
essence any sculptural form which takes the form of a 
woven hanging or woven sculpture would be better 
termed not as textiie art, but as Art. 




